Quantitative analysis of protein synthesis inhibition and recovery in CRM107 immunotoxin-treated HeLa cells.
Previously a mathematical model was proposed that quantitatively related protein synthesis inhibition kinetics of antitransferrin receptor-gelonin immunotoxins to the cellular trafficking of the targeting agent. That work is here extended to describe protein synthesis inhibition kinetics of immunotoxins containing the diphtheria toxin mutant CRM107. CRM107 differs from gelonin in both translocation and ribosomal inactivation mechanisms. Targeting agents used were antitransferrin monoclonal antibodies 5E9 and OKT9, OKT9Fab, and transferrin. CRM107 conjugates inhibited protein synthesis at substantially lower concentrations than gelonin conjugates; this effect was attributed to substantially higher translocation rates for CRM107. However, under certain conditions, CRM107 immunotoxin-treated cells were able to recover completely; this behavior was never observed with gelonin immunotoxins. To quantitatively capture this phenomenon, extracellular and cytosolic degradation of the toxin as well as growth-related recovery from toxin-induced damage were incorporated into the mathematical model. Translocation and cytosolic degradation rate constants were determined for each immunotoxin. Unlike the gelonin conjugates, the translocation rate of CRM107 conjugates depended on the targeting molecule. This provided indirect evidence that CRM107 remains disulfide linked to the targeting agent for at least part of the translocation process. Although the CRM107 conjugates all had higher translocation rates and inhibited protein synthesis at lower concentrations than the gelonin conjugates, the cells' ability to recover from protein synthesis inhibition at low immunotoxin concentrations limits the utility of CRM107 conjugates for targeted cell killing.